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INTRODUCTION 

Owing to an excellent spatial resolution the traditional 
nuclear emulsion technique remains untill recently the most po
werful, convenient and sometimes the only conceivable particle 
detector, particularly in the experiments with particles of 
very short lifetime (10~13-r 1 0 - l e s) /1/'. Typically, a nuclear 
emulsion particle detector has a form of the solid block of vo
lume up to 50 liters composed of many 0.6 mm thick pellicles. P 
The dimensions of each pellicle are 100 mm x 200 mm. Going 
through this emulsion block charge particles leave their tracks 
in the form of straight lines consisting of small silver gra
ins 0.5 + 1 |im in size with linear density of grains for relati-
vistic particles of the order of 20+30 pro 100 /»m. 

The experimental setup is usually equipped with different 
external particle detectors and a spectrometer by means of 
which the location of a nuclear event in the nuclear emulsion 
block can be estimated with spatial uncertainties of 2+3 mm. 
As the volume to be examined is still of the order of 0.1 cm , 
the 6т 8 emulsion layers of the post processed thickness 0.2 irat 
must be looked through to find the predicted event. To distin
guish the dots of the particle track of the dimension 0.5 + 
+ 1 |im, a very high geometrical magnification is needed to 
find these tracks. As the depth-of-focus of the optical micro
scope is of the order of 3+5 fim, each emulsion layer must be 
subdivided into 50 separate images to be investigated. The spe
ed of the manual search is of the order of 1 cm2 per day and 
the probability of success is not more than 30% 

Several attempts have been made to automatize the search 
and to decrease the time needed by increasing the probability 
of success and by saving observers from hard and tiresome work. 
The most natural way is to digitize the image produced by the 
optical microscope, to supply the microscope table with motors * 
and position encoders and to connect everything to a computer. 
Such equipment was built in different laboratories, e.g. the 
ICANS (Interactive Computer Assisted Measurement System) in the 
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 2 / and in the measuring centre 
of the Nagoya University . These apparatus are suitable for 
measuring rather that finding the events. The time required 
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to find an event was reduced by using an external emulsion 
sandwich in the E-531 experiment in the Fermi National Accele
rator Laboratory . An equipment called CADIM (Computer Aided 
Digitized Microscope) was built in CERN /* / to make the search 
easier by giving an artificial picture of tracks' predicted by 
the external detectors. This picture could be compared with 
the real image. Making decisions, however, remains the opera
tor's task. 

Despite considerable progress achieved by these systems 
they have two basic disadvantages due to the fact that the pri
mary objects of observation are the dots which form the par
ticle track: 1) a very complicated computation process or ope
rator's decision is needed to decide whether the dots form 
a real particle track or not; 2) the depth-of-focus problem 
remains unsolved. 

To find a solution to these problems the key element of 
the equipment, namely the optical microscope, had to be chan
ged. A few years ago a completely new idea called Mesooptical 
Fourier-Transform Microscope (MFTM) was put forward / 6 /. This 
microscope sees only straight particle tracks of the width 
comparable with the light wave length and spreads out all par
ticle tracks according to their orientations with the speed 
of light. The depth scanning in the MFTM is completely with
drawn. Meanwhile the information about the Z-coordinate of 
the particle track is not lost in the NFTM. Actually, in this 
new device two mesooptical images are produced at two diffe
rent camera angles. All these advantages have been achieved 
experimentally by introducing in the MFTM the mesooptical imag
ing unit instead of the traditional optical objective and by 
the fundamental changing of the object illumination system. 

After several years of investigations on the development 
of the MFTM a computer controlled system of observation with 
MFTM as the main unit was built ~ . Some theoretical and 
experimental works on mesooptics and mesooptical microscopes 
were carried out during this period '"-88,24-29/ , 

In this paper we describe the Mesooptical Fourier Transform 
Microscope (MFTM) and the computer controlled system with the 
MFTM as the main unit for the fast search for particle tracks 
in nuclear emulsion. Some results of the early experimental 
tests of the system are presented and discussed. It is shown 
that the angular resolution of the MFTM is equal to 1 angular 
minute and the measurement time is equal to 30 ms. As all ope
rations in the MFTM are going on without any depth scanning 
and without any Z-control our searching system works at least 
two orders of magnitude faster than any known system with a 
traditional optical microscope. 
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THE PRINCIPLE OF THE MFTM 

The schematic optical diagram of the MFTM is given in 
fig.l / 6~9/ . The convergent beam of light produced by the 
Fourier lens 1 illuminates the nuclear emulsion layer 2. The 
crossover of this convergent beam of light is in the vicinity 
of the mesooptical mirror with the ring response 3. The term 
mesooptic was introduced in / z o / . The imaging element is 
called a mesooptical one if in the frame of geometrical op
tics approximation the point in the object space is transfor-

Fig.l. The schematic optical diagram 
of the Mesooptical Fourier Transform 
Microscope (MFTM): 1 - Fourier 
Transform lens, 2 - nuclear emulsion 
layer, 3 - mesooptical mirror with 
ring response, 4 - two particle 
tracks (A and B) which cross each 
other within the field of view of 
MFTM; A L and A R - mesooptical 
images of the particle track A , B L 

and BR - mesooptical images of the 
particle track В . 

Fig.2. Part of the focal circle produ
ced by the mesooptical mirror wi-th 
ring response with point light source 
placed in the first focus of the el
lipse. 



med into a straight or curved line of finite dimensions in 
the image space. In a general case the n-dimensional object 
is transformed into an (n +1)- or (n + 2 )-dimensional 
image / 9 / 

Each straight particle track produces a far field diffrac
tion pattern in the form of a bright straight line strip of 
width equal to the diameter of the convergent beam crossover. 
The undiffracted light goes through the central hole in the 
mesooptical mirror 3. The axial symmetrical mesooptical mir
ror 3 has an elliptical radial profile. The first common 
focus of these ellipses is on the optical axis while the se
cond focuses of the ellipses form a focal circle. The frag
ment of the focal circle produced by the mesooptical mirror 3 
which was illuminated by a point light source is shown in 
fig.2. The width of this focal circle is equal to 1.5 цт , 
whereas the diffraction limited width is 1.4 цш / 1 1 ' 

The problem of the depth focus is solved in the MFTM with
out loss of the radial resolution in the meridional cross 
section of the MFTM. The profile of the mesooptical mirror 3 
has the form of a polygon with many elements, the length of 
which is equal to 100 /*m that is of the order of the depth 
of the nuclear emulsion layer, corrected by the refraction of 
the light. 

Each particle track consisting of dark points on the 
bright illuminated field is transformed by the MFTM into two 
bright illuminated mesooptical images on the semidark back
ground: the left one (L) and the right one (R). The straight 
line connecting two mesooptical images of the given particle 
track is perpendicular to the direction of this track. Two 
particle tracks, A and B, which cross each other within a 
field of view of the MFTM, are transformed into two pairs of 
mesooptical images, A L and A R for A, and B L and B R for 
В , which lie in completely different parts of the focal 
circle. This "automatic" spreading of the mesooptical images 
of the particle tracks in accordance with their orientations 
is the main feature of the MFTM. The locus of all mesooptical 
images forms a ring of width D and of average radius R 0 

(fig.3), where D is the diameter of the field of view of the 
MFTM / 1 7 / and R 0 is the radius of the focal circle. 

Each particle track which goes parallel to the median 
plane of the nuclear emulsion layer is determined by three 
coordinates: the orientation angle 0, the distance p0 from 
the optical axis and by its Z-coordinate with Z "0 in the 
median plane of the nuclear emulsion layer (fig.4). As is 
seen from this figure, we have 
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Fig.3. The coordinate systems 
for -input and output signals of 
the MFTM: a) polar coordinate 
system (r,0) which defines 
the position of the particle 
track within the field of views 
b) coordinate system (9,p1,pz) 
which defines the position of 
the two mesooptiaal images (L 
and R/ at the output of the 
MFTM. 

Fig.4. The cross section of the 
nuclear emulsion layer of the 
thickness h by the plane per
pendicular to the straight line 
particle track with p0 and z0 

as coordinates of the particle 
track in this cross section; 
a 1/2 i s the angle between 
the central ray of the diffrac
ted light and the optical axis 
of the MFTM. 

1 flJJSL. 
'1/2 

p = 1 Pi - Pa 
0 2 cos a 1 / 2 

(1) 

where p 4 and p% are the "visible" distances from the centre 
of the fields of view for the left and right mesooptical 
images , and a\/% is the angle between the central ray 
of the diffracted light and the optical axis of the MFTM. ТЬг 
deep angle »z which the particle track forms relative to the 
median plane of the nuclear emulsion layer can be measured by 
the MFTM as well. 
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Fig.5. The sagittal cross sec
tion of the nuclear emulsion 
layer with particle track AB 
which lies in the median plane 
of the nuclear emulsion layer. 
The end points of this track 
produce two focal circles of 
the same radius of curvature 
R. 

Fig.6. The view of two focal 
circles of the particle track 
with end points A and В. The 
cross points are on the line 
which is perpendicular to 
track AB . __ 

Fig.7. The sagittal cross sec
tion of the nuclear emulsion 
layer with particle track AB 
with 6Z ?o. The radii of two 
focal circles are different: 
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To understand the influence of the deep angle в on the 
position of the mesooptical images of a given particle track 
let us consider the end points of this particle track (fig.5). 
Each point produces its own focal circle, and the cross-
points of two focal circles are on the line which goes thro
ugh the optical axis of MFTM (fig.6). If the particle track 
forms a deep angle "i with the median plane of the nuclear 
emulsion (fig.7), the radii of two focal circles of two end 
points will be different. Due to this the line which connects 
two mesooptical images of the given particle track does not 
go through the optical axis of the MFTM (fig.8). However, it 
goes parallel to the line, on which there are the mesooptical 
images of the particle track with the same 0 S. and with 
* t "0 (fig.9). The deep angle 6t is determined by the 
angle 4 . 

Thus all four parameters which define the position of the 
particle track in space (0 , p , t , в ) can be estima-

*j о о s 
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ted by the MFTM without any displacement of the object and 
without the stage of receiving the information about indivi
dual silver grains of the particle track. The absence of any 
depth scanning, both mechanical and electronical, is the se
cond main feature of the MFTM. 

The theory of the MFTM was treated in ref. " . As is 
shown in ref. , the convolution kernel of the MFTM is 
the spatial derivative of the Dirac delta plus (or minus) 
function: 

h(p) = J-S+{P), dp 

with (2) 
S+(p) = i-S(p) • — E , 

"= i2irp 

where 8(p) is the Dirac delta function and P indicates 
that the convolution integral is taken in the sence of the 
Cauchy principal value 2 3 / . Relation (2) was corroborated 
experimentally in ref./2*'' , where it was shown that the 
mesooptical system with the ring responce does indeed accomp
lish the spatial differentiation along the radial coordinate. 
Due to this the large dark disk is transformed by the MFTM 
into two concentric fine focal circles the width of which is 
determined by the numerical aperture of the mesooptical mir
ror with the ring responce. 

REAL CONSTRUCTION OF THE MFTM 
As is seen from fig.I, two mesooptical images of the 

straight line particle track are produced within the nuclear 
emulsion layer. This is of course a drawback of such configu
ration. There are also two additional problems which must be 
solved prior to reading out the information about the positi
ons of the mesooptical images: 'J there are no picture detec
tors with a spatial resolution of the order of I urn ; 2) two 
mesooptical images are separated by a very large distance. In 
the real construction of the MFTM both thtse problems are 
solved in the optical interface with two arms, one for the 
left mesooptical image and the other for the right mesoopti
cal image. This two-arm optical interface gives an optical 
magnification along the radial coordinate and puts together 
two mesooptical images within the frame of one CCD matrix '. 
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Fig.10. The meridional 
cross section of the two-
arm optical interface of 
the MFTM: 1 - nuclear 
emulsion layer, 2 - meso-
optical mirror with ring 
response, 3 - rotating 
platform, 4 - plane mir
rors, 5 - comer mirror, 
8 - view of the CCD mat
rix. 

Fig.11. The top view of the two-arm 
optical interface of the MFTM: 4 -
plane mirrors, 5 - corner mirror, 6 -
negative cylindrical lens, 7 - plane 
mirrors, 8 - CCD matrix. 

Fig.12. Sagittal view of the two-arm 
optical interface of the MFTM: 2 -
mesooptical mirror with ring response, 
3 - rotating platform of the optical 
interface, 5 - corner mirror, в - ne
gative cylindrical lens, 7 - plane 
mirrors, 8 - CCD matrix. 

This two-arm optical interface as is seen in the meridi
onal cross section of the MFTM is shown in fig.10. The top 
and sagittal views of this unit are given in fig.11 and 
fig.12. The light diffracted on the straight line particle 
track in the nuclear emulsion layer 1 going perpendicular to 
the plane of fig.10 is concentrated into a very thin strip in 
the vicinity of the mesooptical mirror 2, practically in the 
plane of fig.10. All other parts of the mesoov^ical mirror 
remain darK. One part of the diffracted light is reflected by 
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the mesooptical mirror 2 to the left and the other one to the 
right. These two components of the diffracted light are ref
lected successfully from the plane mirrors 4, corner mirror 5 
and go through the common negative cylindrical lens 6. The 
last plane mirrors 7 direct there two components of the dif
fracted light onto one CCD matrix 8. The operator sees two 
bright spots on the dark of the TV-screen, whenever a particle 
track is in the field of view of the MFTM. In one possible 
configuration chosen in our construction the left mesooptical 
image is at the top of the screen and has the coordinates x^y, 
y!jiv , whereas the right mesooptical image is at the bottom of 
the screen and has the coordinates х?,„ , у* . Thus we can 
statically estimate four coordinates of two mesooptical images 
of a given particle track. 

If the particle track crosses the optical axis of the MFTM, 
two spots on the TV-screen are at points with x TV = x TV = 0 

(fig.13). Two spots produce antisymmetrical configuration with 
xJj,v + xi^v =0 if the particle track is at some nonzero dis
tance from the optical axis. In both cases the particle track 
is in the median plane of the nuclear emulsion layer. Two 
spots of the particle track which has the orientation angle 
в х у 5*0 relative to the orientation of the two-arm optical 
interface move up, if 0 > 0, and move down, if 0 X < 0. 
If the particle track is at the bottom of the nuclear emulsion 
layer,its mesooptical spots are on the right side of the TV-
screen and, finally, two spots which belong to the particle 
track with depth inclination angle 9Z Ф0, are closer to each 
other, if 0Z > 0, and more widely separated, if в < 0. The 
general view of the two-arm optical interface of the MFTM is 
shown in fig.14. 

Now we may list the operations which are carried out in the 
MFTM simultaneously without any consumption of time: 

1) selection of straight line particle tracks in nuclear 
emulsion, the width of a track being no more than 3+5 fin, 
all other wider objects are partially or completely suppressed 
in intensity; 

2) reading out 3D information about the position of the 
straight line particle track in space, including its Z-coor
dinate without any scanning operations; 

3) selection of straight line particle tracks in accordance 
with orientation angle вх and deep angle 6Z , 

4) well interpreted stereoscopic display of geometrical 
data in the compressed digital form; 

5) amelioration of the signal-to-noise ratio only for 
straight line particle tracks. 
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Fi.ij.VS. The behaviour of the 
two mesooptical images on the 
TV-screen in some typical si
tuations: 1 - nuclear emulsion 
layer, 2 - field of view, x,y -
coordinates of the points on 
the nuclear emulsion layer, 
x TV J У TV "" coordinates of 

the points on the TV-screen, 
the position of the particle, 
track is determined by four 
coordinate?. 

fl.y > ** • 
TR TR 

Fig.14. The photo of the two-arm optical interface of the 
MFTM with negative cylindrical lens in the centre of the 
photo and CCD matrix to the left. 
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Besides these operations the following problems can be 
solved by using the above-mentioned compressed digital data 
and the mesooptical Moire-like effect which offers additional 
scopes of the MFTM / 2 e / : 

1) measurement of the scattering angles in the "kink" or 
"fook" events / 2 e / ; 

2) estimation of the position of the vertex of the event 
in the field of view of the MFTM ' Z 1 / and even outside / 1 7- 2 8 / ; 

3) estimation of the curvature radius of the quasistraight 
particle tracks / 2 9 / ; 

A) estimation of the small decay length of the short-lived 
particle ' 

THE COMPUTER CONTROLLED MFTM 
The aim of the computer controlled MFTM is to find the 

particle track according to the predetermined values of ang
les 0xy and 0Z within the given restricted regions in 
several (5 •M0)nuclear emulsion layers. The functional scheme 
of the computer controlled MFTM is shown in fig.15. The light 
source 1 is a 5 mW He-Ne laser. The lens 2 with focal 
length f = 400 iran accomplishes 2D spatial Fourier Transfor
mation of the particle track. As shown in ref. / 1 5 / , the 
grain structure of the straight line particle track does not 
alter the intensity of the main diffraction maximum and only 
gently changes the intensity of side-lobes. As all particle 
tracks with the same вху but with different dz lie in the 
same vertical plane, we can supplement the illumination sys
tem with a positive cylindrical lens 4, which increases the 
density of light and the signal-to-noise ratio as well. The 
lens holder 5 can be rotated together with the rotating plat
form 12 of the two-arm optical interface. The field of view 
is about 0.7 mm along the particle track and about 50 pm ac
ross it. The negative cylindrical lens 10 magnifies the width 
of the mesooptical images from 2 pm to 50^200 fim- Two me
sooptical images of a particle track are picked up by one 
conmon CCD matrix 11. A 232x144 element CCD matrix with di
mensions of one pixel 21x27 /ш was used. 

The X - Y stage 7 is equipped with DC motors and Moire-
type position encoders with 2.5 f m steps. The platform 12 
of the two-arm optical interface is rotated by a DC motor, 
its position is controlled by a 4000 step rotating encoder. 

The electronical part of the equipment is shown in fig.16. 
The whole system is controlled and the output data are col-
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Fig.lb. The functional scheme 
of the computer controlled 
MFTM: 1 - laser, 2 - Fourier 
Transform lens, Я - plane 
mirrors, 4 - positive cylind
rical lens, 5 - rotating lens 
holder, 6 ~ nuclear emulsion 
layer, 7 - motorized 
stage equipped with position 
encoders, 8 - mesooptiaal 
mirror with ring response, 
9 - plane mirrors, 10 - nega
tive cylindrical lens, 11 -
CCD TV-camera, IS - rotating 
platform of the two-arm opti
cal interface. 

TVStT - C C D 

TV CAM . 
1BH-PC/»T 

$ 

w^ 
& • 

TV-IFH.O. COUHT. И 0 COUNT COUNT , 0 T E R H 

в t « Y Y X -PC C»M« 

<3R 
1~^® 

iM L t« - i 

z 
СДМДС 

1.01 

•© J-

Fig.16. The electronical part 
of the computer controlled 
MFTM: 1 - standard TV set, 
2 - CCD TV camera, 3 - perso
nal computer IBM-PC/AT, 4 -
branch terminator, 5 - crate 
controller Al, 6 - branch 
driver personal computer in
terface, 7 - direct current 
motors X , Y 3 8 - motor 
driver double block X-Y , 
9 - position encoders X , Y , 
10 - counters X, Y , 11 -
motor driver, 12 - TV inter
face. 

lected by an IPM PC AT type personal computer. The PC is con
nected to the equipment through a one-crate CAMAC system 
which consists of different blocks: counters, motor drivers 
and a TV-block. The counters 10 are connected to the position 
encoders of the X - Y stage and of the rotating platform and 
count the absolute movements of all these stages. The motor 
drivers 11 make the stages move smoothly at different speed. 
The TV block 12 consists of a comparator which produced a bi
nary picture of the mesooptical images given by the CCD mat
rix and converts this picture into a compressed digital form. 
The level of the comparison can be changed by the computer. 
The general view of the whole computer controlled MFTM is 
shown in photo 17. 
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Fig.17. General view of the computer controlled MFTM (JINR, 
Dubna). 

EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS 

The nuclear emulsion layer to be examined i.; put into X-Y 
stage. The stage moves to the starting point of the area to 
be examined. The rotating platform of the two-arm optical in
terface and the illuminating cylindrical lens holder are set 
to the given angle 6 I y . Then the whole area is scanned 
along the lines separated approximately by a distance of 
about half size of the field of view. The scanning lines are 
perpendicular to the direction of the particle track to be 
searched for. After each step of this scanning the X-Y 
stage stops and the PC tries to read the TV picture. If there 
is no picture and there is no particle tracks at the given 
angular interval fl°xy-S6ly < в 1 у < 0° y + S$x.. , where 280 
is the accepted angular range of the whole system, the stage 
moves to the next stop. If any picture exists, then the posi
tions of the stage X 0 , Y 0 and the TV picture in the com
pressed digital form are recorded in the PC. After finishing 
the scanning along man/ scanning lines over the whole area we 
can turn the rotating platform and the cylindrical lens hol
der to the next angular interval and repeat the scanning. At 
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Fig.18. Mesooptical signals on the TV-screen and the expla
natory key (very bottom). 

the end of this scanning process the whole necessary informa 
tion is stored in the memory of the PC. 

The evaluation of the recorded data consists of two inde
pendent steps. At the first step the exact TV coordinates 
x TV ' У TV » x TV ' TV °^ t n e m a s s centres of the spots 
are found in each picture recorded. Then using the calibra
tion data for four coordinates x , z , 0 x y and вг and the 
recorded X-Y and angle data four coordinates of the partic
le track registered at the given X-Y position of the stage 
are found. 

In fig.18 top right are the initial mesooptical images of 
the particle track on the TV-screen, bottom left are the fil
tered data with marks showing the position of the mass cent
res of the spots, and, finally, bottom right are the rectan-
gulars with all mesooptical images inside. 
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The part of the nuclear emulsion which was examined by the 
computer controlled MFTM is. shown in fig.19. The particle 
tracks were produced by strong ionizing neon nuclei accelera
ted by the JINR synchrophasotron up to the impulse of 
4.5 GeV/c per nucleon. An area 6x6 mm in size with almost pa
rallel tracks was scanned along the lines approximately per
pendicular to the tracks. The distance between the scanning 
lines was 0.5 mm, the distance between two subsequent stops 

Fig.19. A part of the nuclear emulsion layer marked by the 
grid with &.-ray. The width of the grid ie 10 itva, the period 
Ъ8 1 ТПГП. 
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Fig.20. The positions of 8 par
ticle tracks found and measured 
by the computer controlled MFTM. 
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Fig.21. The results of the me-
~ asurements of orientation angle 

-frH-- m e x y for these 8 particle 
^----*--т-—. ie».m tracks. 

*£*f«._ ^ f - j 1 ' X = 1 3 m m 

1 IP r : f i . 

.x*0.9mm 
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Fig.22. The results of the me
asurements of the z-coordinate 
for a particle track with X = 
—2 • 8 ?wt. 
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along the scanning lines was 0.02 mm. The time of scanning of 
the whole area was about АО minutes and 207 pictures were 
collected. 

After the first evaluation 45 pictures turned out to be 
"wrong". In most cases they were pictures of real tracks go
ing at such angles 6zy , 8z that one of two mesooptical 
images already is out of the frame of the CCD matrix. Thus we 
had 162 pictures said to be signals of real tracks. According 
to the results of the second evaluation step, these pictures 
correspond to 8 real tracks. All the tracks found by the com
puter controlled MFTM were really observed in this area by 
a traditional optical microscope. The positions of these 
8 real tracks are shown in fig.20. 

The results of the measurements of the orientation angle 
6ly for 8 real tracks are given in fig.21. The variations 
of <?жу along Y-axis are induced by the microscopic distor
tions of the nuclear emulsion volume as a result of the pho
tochemical treatment of the nuclear emulsion layer 0.6 mm 
deep. The detectable curvature radius of the macroscopic dis
tortions is of the order of 10 m or less. It must be noticed 
that in the case when the particle track undergoes the scat
tering in some point as the result of the nuclear interaction 
the function 0 I y ( У ) will show a jump. Therefore the smooth 
variations of this function can be interpreted as variations 
of the macroscopic distortions . The particle track with X = 
= 1.3 mm shows a strong variation of curvature radius with 
sign reverse. From fig.21 we see that the variance of the 
0 X measurements is equal to А б х у = ± 1 ' 

The dependence z(Y ) for the particle track withX = 1.8 mm 
is given in fig.22. The variance of the z coordinate measu
rements is equal to Дг = ±7/гт. The measurement error for 
Qz , estimated in the same way is Д0 = +10' . 

PERFORMANCES OF THE COMPUTER CONTROLLED MFTM 

The experimental tests described in this paper and the 
results obtained in the previous works, ref. '^З, 18,l«/ f Can 
be summed up if we give the performance of the computer con
trolled MFTM. 

Spatial resolution. The spatial resolution along the 
radial coordinate across the particle track is equal to Др = 
• i 1 (1Ш. The saggital spatial resolution that is the measu
rement error of the coordinate of the point where the partic
le track is ended in the fields of view of the MFTM is equal 
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to ДС = +30 Jin / 1 3 / • The spatial resolution along the z -
coordinate is equal to u z = ilO^im 

Angular resolution. The error with which angle 0xy 

can be estimated by the MFTM is equal to ti.6 » 11 ' , and 
Д 0 г = ±10' for angle вг . 

Selectivity. The accepted angular interval 89JJ = ± 1 ° 
The MFTM does not "see" the particle tracks with orientations 
out of this chosen angular interval. The intensity of the X -
ray marked grid of the width « 10 /im is suppressed by the 
MFTM in the ratio 1:360 n s / . 

Aberrations. The coma aberrations in the MFTM is no 
more than * 1 (xm over the field of view 0.4x0.4 mm / 1 3 / . 

Macroscopic distortions. The curvature of the par
ticle tracks induced by the macroscopic distortions of the 
nuclear emulsion medium which can be detected by the MFTM is 
of the order of 20 m over the length 6 mm or 10" (angular 
seconds) over the field of view (0.7 mm). 

Rapidity. The time of the measurement is 30 ms. The 
time of search of the area 6x6 mm 2 is '«0 minute. As the num
ber of the oarticle tracks found is 8, the rapidity of search 
is of the order of 4.3 cm per how or 100:1 faster than for 
manual search, I cm 2 per day with probability of success 
0.3. 

The time resolution of the electronics allows an increase 
in the velocity of X - Y stage in the ratio 3:1. 

CONCLUSIONS 
The Mesooptical Fourier Transform Microscope (MFTM) con

trolled by the computer was built in JINR (Dubna). This new 
experimental device can be used in high energy physics for 
automatic search of particle tracks with predetermined para
meters in nuclear emulsion layers. The device was tested on 
particle tracks of the high ionization level. The automatic 
evaluation of nuclear emulsion was performed for the first 
time without any mechanical or electronical depth scanning. 
Owing to this improvement and to the instant angular selecti
vity the speed of search which can be attained with the MFTM 
is at least two orders of magnitude higher than for systems 
with a traditional optical microscope. 
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Астахов А.Я, и др. Е13-88-892 
Неэооптический фурье-микроскоп - новое устройство 
для физики высоких энергий 

Описан мезооптический фурье-микроскоп /МФН/ - новое устройство для физи
ки частиц высоких энергий, НФН предназначен для наблюдения прямых следов час
тиц в ядерной фотоэмульсии. НФН работает без какого-либо сканирования по глу
бине, механического или электронного, и может рассматриваться как селективно 
видящий "глаз". Приведена система, котора- содержит НФН в качестве основного 
узла и которая управляется от компьютера. Указанная система может быть ис
пользована для быстрого поиска следов частиц и событий, образованных нейтрино 
высоких энергий от ускорителя. Приведены результаты первого экспериментально
го испытания НФН, управляемого от компьютера. Описаны и обсуждены технические 
характеристики этой системы. Показано, что угловое разрешение НФН равно одной 
угловой минуте, а время измерения равно 30 мс. Так как все операции в НФН 
происходят без какого-либо сканирования по глубине, то эта новая система про
смотра работает по крайней мере в 100 раз быстрее, чем любая из известных 
систем с использованием традиционного оптического микроскопа. 

Работа выполнена а Лаборатории ядерных проблем ОИЯИ. 

Препринт Обмдшминого «ислпута ядерных исследований. Дубна 1988 

Astakhov A.Ya. et al. E13-88-892 
Mesooptical Fourier Transform Hicroscope - a New Device 
tor Hiqh Enerqy Physics 

A new device for high enerqy physics, Mesooptical Fourier Transform 
Hicroscope /HFTH/, designed for observation of straight line particle tracks 
In nuclear research emulsion Is described. The HFTH works without any mecha
nical or electronical depth scanning and can be considered as a selectively 
viewing "eye". The computer controlled system containing HFTH as the main 
unit is given. This system can be used for fast search for particle tracks 
and events produced by high energy neutrinos from particle accelerators. The 
results of the first experimental test of the computer controlled HFTH are 
presented. The performances of this system are described and discussed. It 
is shown that the angular resolution of the HFTH Is 1 angular minute and the 
measurement time is equal to 30 ms. As all operations In the HFTH go without 
any depth scanning this new evaluation system works at least two orders of 
magnitude faster than any known system with a traditional optical micro
scope. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of Nuclear 
Problems, JINK. 
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